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Epidemiological Modeling
Numerical models have long been used by scientists to simulate real world systems. 
In this study, a recently modified version of the epidemiological model –SIR– is used 
to simulate the COVID-19 pandemic. The extended SEIR model –SEIQRDV– accounts 
for additional compartments that are unique to the pandemic. The model consists of 
seven state variables namely: 

○ S-Susceptible
○ E-Exposed
○ I-Infected
○ Q-Quarantined
○ R-recovered
○ D-Death
○ V-Vaccinated

In addition to the prognostic state, the model 
utilizes a comprehensive set of parameters that 
describes several aspects of the COVID-19 virus
for instance, transmission rate. These parameters 
however can be highly uncertain which can 
degrade the performance of the SEIQRDV model.
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Numerical modeling is a common approach employed by researchers and scientists to analyze and describe the behavior of a physical system. However, model biases, observational error and data sparsity are major limitations to this approach making it difficult 
to accurately represent the state of a system and generate reliable forecasts. Data assimilation is a widely implemented computational technique in the Earth Sciences that can enhance model predictions by combining observations with prior forecasts. Most 
notably, it is used to initialize atmospheric models for weather forecasting. This research demonstrates how the coupling of NCAR’s Data Assimilation Research Testbed (DART) with an extended SEIR model generates better forecasts of the COVID-19 pandemic 
than the SEIR model alone. We compare the outcome of data assimilation performed on four different countries around the world with different levels of COVID preparedness and response to demonstrate its effectiveness. The findings of this research denote 
that even in poorly tuned systems and for datasets with sparse or missing values, ensemble data assimilation can still effectively compensate for these issues and create a fairly informative picture of the pandemic. It is hoped that this study will motivate the 
adoption of data assimilation to aid epidemiological models.

Conclusion
Epidemiological models are important, however they can be highly uncertain 
and prone to biases. Data assimilation can be a valuable aid to mitigate these 
uncertainties and to further improve their predictions. 

The case studies explored demonstrated the following:
● A properly tuned model is indispensable to obtain reliable predictions
● DA allows for correction in unobserved variables
● DA uncovered unreliable pandemic data (e.g. Recovery data)
● Model nonlinearities such as the vaccination compartment can be 

resolved better using non-linear filters (e.g. Rank Histogram Filter)

Results
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Data Assimilation

Fig1. The effects of DA on a properly tuned vs poorly tuned model Fig 2. DA performance on datasets with gaps and unobserved variables Fig 3. The impact of adding different data types and unreliable data on RMSE Fig. 4 The impact of Inflation and Filtering algorithms on DA

Data Assimilation (DA) involves combining model predictions with available 
observations to produce accurate state estimates. In its simplest form, DA 
follows Bayes theorem: 

In this work, the ensemble Kalman filter
(EnKF) is utilized. The EnKF approximates
the prior Probability Density Function (pdf)
of the system using ensemble members or 
model realizations. This simplifies the 
problem in the presence of nonlinearities.

Data Assimilation was implemented using a Matlab-based version of the DART 
software (DART LAB). The SEIQRDV was added to an established list of models 
available in DART LAB. A few new algorithmic features we augment to DART LAB 
include: Gaussian Anamorphosis, additive inflation, various initial state 
distributions. We conducted sensitivity experiments by altering DA 
configurations such as multiplicative inflation, filtering types, ensemble size and 
observation types. 
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